ActiveX Sourcebook: Build An ActiveX-Based Web Site
Destined to give Java a run for its money, ActiveX is Microsoft's major new technology for the booming Website development market. The ActiveX Sourcebook shows both Web development neophytes and programmers how to create Web applications using Microsoft's ActiveX development tools and technologies. The book reveals the underpinnings of these new technologies and products, including the Internet Explorer 3.0 Web browser, HTML extensions technologies and tools to construct interactive multimedia Web sites with reusable ActiveX components. ActiveX is Microsoft's answer to Java. ActiveX controls are reusable components that are the foundation of Microsoft's new family of Web development products. Microsoft is creating a major set of tools that will enable Webmasters to create and manipulate ActiveX controls and ultimately add dynamic interactivity to a Web or intranet site.
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Customer Reviews

I think the book is very good, but obviously it jumps around levels depending on who you are. The higher levels are not covered enough at all. I personally would not wanted the book to have included all the detail on how to do conditional vbscript statements and other simple tasks. I'd have liked to have seen much more in depth coverage of how to use ActiveX inside and outside the internet explorer. I'd especially like to see more example code regarding doing useful things when writing a visual basic application 'running' the webbrowser interface inside of a form. But the book is very well written I will not deny that, I'm just stating that for my own interest I'd like it to be a little more in
depth. It's hard to judge a book by going to a book shop for a short while. I'd not have gotten it if I knew there was a lot of lessons that are very redundant to my own personal past learnings. Thanks for writing the book, VERY many things were great, but I like a little more challenge reading. Tom Bonne
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